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From the President
Hello everybody
Welcome to this month’s Viewpoint. Our club
membership currently stands at 268 members as of
1st May 2016. After the membership renewal in
March, we had a normal drop in membership numbers but we are continuing to gain new members
with more than 20 new members signed up so far
since March.
We had a very successful new member’s orientation night held in April last month which was well
attended by all new members who signed up this
year and some from last year. It was our very first
such night where we had every one of our management committee members coming up to introduce
their roles and responsibilities to the new members. It was a good opportunity for new members
to get to know the committee and ask questions related to the club’s management.
I would also like to take this opportunity to welcome our new newsletter deputy editor Ms Rosa
Doric who has joined our club’s newsletter team.
Rosa has come on-board with a wealth of
knowledge and I’m confident that the 3 members in
our Viewpoint team - our current editor Hazel Hogarth, publicity coordinator Amelia Chen and Rosa
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will be able to work together and take our Viewpoint newsletter into the next level.
All positions in the management committee are
now filled but I would like to remind members that
our sub-committee groups such as the training
teams, social teams and competition teams are
constantly looking out for interested members to
join them. Should any of you be willing to be part
of these teams, please feel free to approach our
coordinators.
Also, we will be holding our AGM in this coming
August and new committee members will be elected for next year. Some of the current committee
members might not be standing for next year and if
you feel that you can contribute to the management of the club in one way or another, please
don’t hesitate to approach myself to discuss how
you can fit into our committee roles.
Until next month, Happy Snapping.

Regards
Jason Pang, FAPS
President
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You know you’re a photographer when;
While wearing polarizing sunglasses, you
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May 2016 - Printed Set Image of the Month
“Coffee & Baileys” by Les Harvey

Judge - Gary Riley
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May 2016 - Digital Set Image of the Month
“Harbour Sunrise” by Fred King

Judge- Gary Riley
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MAY 2016 - Print Open Image of the Month
“Napa Conductor “ by Tony Spence

Judge - Gary Riley
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MAY 2016 - Digital Open Image of the Month
“Angry Bird” by Keith Mahoney

Judge - Gary Riley
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Alfonso Calero - Australian Landscapes
Alfonso was born and raised in the Philippines, he moved to Australia at the age of 15.

I graduated from the Sydney Institute of Technology with an Associate Diploma in Photography in 2001 and have been professionally
photographing food, portraits, landscapes and travel subjects ever
since.
I started a travel education and tours company in 2008 delivering
workshops every Saturday morning in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Fremantle. I also take small groups to Japan,
The Philippines, Spain and Tasmania once a year for 5-10 day photography workshops.’
To see more of Alfonso’s work click on http://www.alfonso.com.au/

 Liffey Falls - Tasmania 
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 Cathedral Rocks - NSW 
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 Liffey Falls - Tasmania 
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 Avalon - NSW 
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 Freycinet Bay - Tasmania 
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 Freycinet Bay - Tasmania 
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Social Club Outing - Cockatoo Island
Our days on Cockatoo Island started out well with most people arriving early to set up their accommodation, that is tents.
The tents were quite comfortable with reasonable room and the nearby shower facilities were very clean and usable.
There was great discussion on the quality of tent with some of our members electing to hire the more luxurious tents while
others had the basic version with air mattress on the ground , although they did provide suitable comfort.

Comfortable accommodation

As a group we then toured the island viewing
the various exhibits of the 20 th Biennale of
Sydney, which was underway on the island at
the same time as our visit.
It was interesting to see the exhibits mixed in
with the buildings of a bygone era that was the
ship repair facility of Cockatoo Island.

One of the Biennale Exhibits
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The Biennale is listed as Australia’s
largest contemporary visual arts
event, showcasing innovative and
thought-provoking works from around
the world.

Tent City or our accommodation

Must remember to get that model release
Following the lacklustre sunset we adjourned
for an evening meal and then joined up to
carry out light painting at the top of the island near the old jail structure. A number of
us had brought along various devices for illuminating either the structure or for special
effects. We had multiple strands of EL wire
together with battery-operated Christmas
lights, various torches and flash units. We put
these to good use and I think most of us got
quite interesting shots from these implements, although for the majority of us this
was a reasonably new field of photography
however the results were still pleasing.
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We also had the great opportunity to use
some of our members partners as models for
the Light Painting, albeit I’m not sure we got
model releases from them.
Walking around the island late at night there
was the conversation about a ghost being
seen, even one or two of our photos showed
apparition that were not apparent to the eye,
perhaps there is some truth to these stories.
This author remains a sceptics

Is that really a ghost?

The next morning saw us rising early for a sunrise, which unfortunately did not eventuate, this did however give us ample
time to walk around the island and capture the buildings with some nice light and very few people around.

After this it was time for a refreshing
shower and breakfast together with the
ability to sit around outside the tents and
have a relaxing conversation. Following a
quick walk around the island in the early
morning the majority of us departed for
home at around 11:30 -12:00 o'clock
type area.

A comfortable way to get a sunrise,
shame the wine bar was closed
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The whole weekend was a very pleasant outing with nice people sharing ideas and participating in the photo shoot and experimentations of light painting.

Camp Life

I believe that those present had a very good weekend and I am looking forward to seeing the results of the members voting
competition and perhaps some entries into competitions at a later date.
Story and photography by Tom Brassil
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More images from Cockatoo Island

Photos by Amelia Chen
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More images from Cockatoo Island cont.

Photos by Amelia Chen
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More images from Cockatoo Island cont.

Photos by Amelia Chen
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More images from Cockatoo Island cont.

Photos by Amelia Chen
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More images from Cockatoo Island cont.

Photos by Amelia Chen
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More images from Cockatoo Island cont.

Photos by Amelia Chen
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Social Club Outing - Bilpin Wildwood Gardens
Our midweek outing at Bilpin, Wildwood Gardens was held on Friday, 8 April.
Holding our midweek outings on Friday was a bit unusual however the Wildwood Gardens has very restrict-

ed opening times. As such Friday was the day chosen.

Everybody checking their gear at the last
minute

The gardens themselves are quite a fascinating area, very close to the heart of Bilpin itself. The gardens are
approximately 10 hectares with most of the area being quite easily accessible. Although not the largest of
gardens there are quite a few different areas within these 10 hectares.
The tracks are well-defined with occasional hidden areas to be found, but you needed to keep an eye out.
The area is a mix of both heavily shaded and large open areas including a waterfall a large pond and open
garden areas.
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Our club attended with approximately 25 to 30 people arriving and although a bit chilled to start with
most people were down to shirts very shortly thereafter. As is the norm of our club outings, the members
spread themselves out over the whole area taking advantage to photograph items that interest them,
while often joining up in small groups to both photograph and converse.

What are all these photographers doing in my dressing room

We adjourned to the cafe for lunch at about 12:30 which I believe was a bit of a shock to the staff there. I
don't believe they were ready for the number of people who attended. Although the food was palatable
the wait itself was quite a while. However the wait did provide ample opportunity to sit around the large
tables and discuss the day. While the majority of people did leave after the luncheon a number of members returned to the gardens to continue with the photography.
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At the time of writing the members voting competition is up and running and it will be quite interesting to
see some of the images that our members have taken.

All in all quite a good day with good company, good
weather and ample opportunities for photography.

Congenial luncheon group

Our thanks to Janice and Mal Hobson
for organising this event.

Story and photography by Tom Brassil
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More images from Bilpin Wildwood Gardens

Photos by Carol Abbott
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Bilpin Wildwood Gardens cont.
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Photos by Owen Farrell
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Bilpin Wildwood Gardens cont.
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Photos by Owen Farrell
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Bilpin Wildwood Gardens cont.

Photos by Pam Rhodes
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Bilpin Wildwood Gardens cont.

Photo by Pam Rhodes
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Bilpin Wildwood Gardens cont.

Photo by Peter Robson
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Bilpin Wildwood Gardens cont.

Photo by Peter Robson
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Bilpin Wildwood Gardens - Members Voting Results
Our Mid week outing to Bilpin Wildwood Gardens produced some great images with
particular note was the wining entry from this events Members Voting Competition
from Jose Cincunegui for his image of a Male Eastern Spinebill.

First Place
Jose Cincunegui - Male Eastern Spinebill
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Also of note among the many great images was our
two runner up entries as voted by our members.

Second Place
Greg Worner - Bird In A Fence

Third Place
Jane Borg - White Flower

There are a number of great images
from this outing. To view all of the
results please go to the CHRSLPC
Website Members Voting Results.
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Meet Alan Fowkes
How, when and why did you start
photography?
Like most kids of my vintage (late
boomer) I was handed a Kodak Instamatic, probably in my early teens,
and still have many fading photos in
yellowing albums from that time.
What camera have you used in the
past, ant what do you use now?
I’m a man of few cameras. I got my
first SLR for my 21st birthday (a
Ricoh) and, when I lost that to saltwater 5 years later, I replaced it with
a second hand Canon A1. I finally upgraded to digital in 2010 with an EOS
7D.
What is your favourite lens at the
moment and why is it your favourite?
Well, I bought my 7D with a
“premium” kit lens – a 15-85mm, f3.5
-f5.6 model. Given that it has such a
useful range I probably take 80% of
my photos with this. I have of course
weakened and bought a few other
lenses including a 100mm macro and
a longer lens for wildlife.
What are your photographic goals?
I still struggle with simplifying my
compositions and I still don’t get to
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spend enough time in the field at the
right times of day – always bushwalking in the middle of the day and rushing home as the light comes good! I ’d
really like to work on these two things
as well as refining my processing
skills.
What does being a member of the
CHRSL Photography Club mean to
you?
I find the club is a great source of inspiration. The guest lecturers and the
better photographers in the club present some extraordinary images that
show me what is possible. I also appreciate the training opportunities
and the competitions - the set subject
each month makes me shoot outside
my comfort zone.
Are you drawn to any one type of
photography (landscape, portrait,
macro etc.)? and why?
Prior to joining the club my photography was pretty much limited to holiday snaps but I was very interested in
landscapes and how good photographers could make them seem to leap
off the page. I also admired macro,
wildlife and natural light portraiture
but had never really put any time into
them. Since going digital and joining
the club I’m trying to have a crack at

all of them – with varying degrees of
success! I’ve tried to represent all of
these in the images shown hereabouts.
What are your thoughts on today ’s
competitions and Judges?
I admire anyone who has the courage
to stand in front of a large group and
pass judgment in what is a very subjective field of endeavour. Just as the
best judges try to offer only constructive criticism I try to appreciate all the
judges. Even if I disagree with their
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standpoint I often learn something
from listening to their comments. As
for the competitions themselves, I’ve
so far only exposed myself to the
club comps and I think the notes on
the set subject each month make the
intent very clear.
Whose photos in the Photography
Club do you admire the most and
why?
Ian English for his beautifully constructed and processed environmental portraits; Karen O’Connor for her
incredible creativity; Monica Mulder
for the often beautiful lighting in her
portraits; Maria Brear for her amazing macro shots; Dianne English
seems to achieve a dreamlike quality
in many of her shots no matter what
the subject matter; I could go on and
on …. So many of the photographers
in the club can present great images
on any given comp night.
Do you have a “photographic moment/adventure” to share?
You’d probably have to describe it as
a misadventure. I was very excited to
catch a nice barramundi on a surface
lure one night from the banks of the
Daly River. I turned on the head torch
and got very absorbed in photographing this fish before sliding it
back into the water and straightening
up to admire the view – the view was
crammed with pairs of red eyes all
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creeping closer. It really doesn’t pay
to lose focus on a croc infested river!
Most people have other interests as
well as photography. What are your
other interests, sports, hobbies, clubs
etc.?
Well you’ve probably noted bushwalking and fishing in the mix. I also have
some “green” leanings which found
expression by joining a fish conservation club (Bass Sydney) over 25 years
ago and have progressed to an interest in bush regeneration over the last
10 to 15 years. I have studied bush
regen, worked in that field for 3 or 4
years and currently volunteer two
mornings a month.
What has been your favourite recreation, leisure, holiday or travel event?
How was your photography at this
event?
In late 2014 we travelled to Vietnam
with another family of friends. With 7
people in the group we had enough to
justify our own mini-bus and itinerary
and had a great time. Thankfully, I ’d
been a club member just long enough
to improve to a point where I came
away pretty happy with my shots.

Australia. Kitted out the 4WD, had a
boat trailer built to suit, packed the
tent and headed out. Cape York, Gulf
country, - Daly River! – Kimberley, Karijini, Nullabor. I count myself lucky to
have seen so many of our wild places
and I dream of doing some or all of it
again armed with a bit more
knowledge of photography.
Do you have any suggestions for the
Photography Club?
It seems one of the things I would
have suggested is already being acted
upon this year i.e. training for those
at all levels of experience. I benefited
from our introductory processing
courses and was keen for training at
the next level. This year I see that we
have advanced Photoshop training
coming up as well as a colour management course. I think these are great
initiatives.
Any other comments you would like
to add?
Just a vote of thanks to our committee
members. Having spent 20 plus years
on committee at my other club I appreciate the commitment required
and thank you all for it.

Name one thing we don’t know about
you?
About 15 years ago I threw in my job
and spent a year travelling around
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Meet Alan Fowkes cont.

Photos by Alan Fowkes
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Portraiture: Jules in natural light
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Meet Alan Fowkes cont.

Photos by Alan Fowkes

Landscape Panorama: Passing storm from Mt Timbeerwah, QLD

Birdlife: Rockwarbler
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Wildlife: Eastern Grey in afternoon light
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Meet Alan Fowkes cont.

Vertical Panorama
Fitzroy Falls, NSW

HDR (hopefully subtle)
Mermaid Inlet, NSW

Plant life
Hemigenia cuneifolia

Photos by Alan Fowkes
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Top Ten Reasons You Might Be a Photographer
10. You have nightmares of people using the “P mode” we won’t even talk about the “green mode.” That’s
just too scary.
9. 30,000 family photos neatly categorized in Lightroom. Zero photos of you.

8. When at a car dealership, you translate the price of a car in your head to “Six 5D Mark II’s.” Your last
power bill cost two monopods.
7. Touchdown plays are somewhat distracting because you can see the white glass on the sidelines
6. You are frequently greeted with “What are you taking a picture of?!?” instead of “hello.”
5. You’d rather buy the shirt that more closely resembles 18% grey
4. Your carry-on is heavier than your checked bags
3. You describe disgusting old dilapidated barns as “beautiful” (via Lori Anderson)
2. Number of lenses > Pairs of shoes you own (Carsten Deutschmann)
1. You actually believe a wizard could fit in your pocket
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April Workshop

Small Group Discussions
Small group discussions were had at various tables where members joined their favourite groups.
There were various specialist presenters facilitating subject matter.
This was a first for our club. The plan was to form small, special interest groups on the night so that members with similar interests can share their passion, ideas and knowledge.
Excellent feedback from all parties

Photos by Jason Pang
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Photos by Jason Pang
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April Workshop

Colour Management and Calibration
Presenter: Nadish Naoroji Pixel Perfect Labs
Whether you are producing images for club or international competitions, or for clients, in digital or print format, it is vital
that a colour management regime is in place throughout the process. This means from having your monitor calibrated to
generating the final output in accordance with international standards. Without this, there can be no guarantee of correct
colour in the final output.

Photos by Jason Pang
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Photos by Jason Pang
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First New Members’ Orientation and Social Night
CHRSL Photography Club held the very first new
members’ social and orientation night on the 19th
April. The club has grown to over 250 members
and with a record of 400 members in the past.
It is the largest photography club in New South
Wales. We hold meetings on every Tuesday night
except the third Tuesday of the month, where we
hold a management meeting.
This year, the club decided to hold the new members’ orientation night on the 3rd Tuesday night. It
was a great success where each committee member introduced himself/herself and his/her roles in
organising the club’s activities which comprises of
lectures, workshops, competitions, socials and other club management activities. We had over 40 new 2016 members
and 2015 members (included) turned up for the night’s event.

After the introduction and presentation, the new club
members had the opportunities to mingle among themselves and get to know the committee members. A light
refreshment was served in conjunction with the social
event.
The event had brought considerable benefits to the new
members, the club will be making the new members’
social and orientation night as a yearly club activity.

Amelia Chen
Photos by Jason Pang
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Upcoming in May
Tuesday 10th May - Workshop Night
Night Skies

Mat Boards

Presenter: Geoff Sharpe

Presenter: William Stewart

Geoff will show some of his results for night sky photography.
Then he will explain how to do it, when and what equipment
to use.

How to make flip-over mat boards, how to cut boards, sizes,
portrait and landscape orientation etc.

Friday 13th May 2016 - Mid Week Outing
Mt Wilson
May 13th meet at 10:00 outside the Mt Wilson Fire station.
Following a walking tour of the Mt Wilson area, we will meet up for lunch (you will need to bring your own) at
Gregson Park and weather permitting carry on down to the waterfall if it has been raining prior to our arrival.
If fog is Forecast a number of people will be going early to capture the trees and colour in the Fog.
On the way home a drop into Pie in the sky for afternoon tea.
This outing is led by Ian Moore, thanks Ian for organising
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Upcoming in May
Sunday 15th May 2016 - Workshop Night
Natural Light
A full day workshop on using natural light for portraiture. Conducted by Peter Coulson
Included will be using window light, using outdoor light, directing models, seeing light and being creative.
Peter is an internationally recognized fashion photographer with a quirky style.
See Peter’s web site http://peter-coulson.com.au/ for examples of his work.
Cost is $140, which includes lunch
Starts at 10:00 am and finishes around 4:00 pm
Booking and prepayment is essential as we have to book lunches with the RSL.
Limited to 20 students

Saturday & Sunday - 21st/22nd May

Bob & Chris Cook's Studio Weekend
A full weekend of fun and education for students of studio portraiture.
Day 1 is Lighting Techniques using the studio and a mannequin.
Day 2 is a live model shoot where the students run the studio. Usually, the model will pose in fashion, lingerie and fine art
nude poses.
Lunch, tea/coffee etc. included on both days
Cost is $100 to cover the cost of the model and lunches etc. and must be paid in advance.
4 students only
Once logged in, Club members can Book via the On Line Store, Events page
Please note: Check the clubs website for availability.
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Tuesday 24th May - Competition Night
Digital Closes: 22nd May
Judge: Gavin Roberts

The set subject for this month is “Monochrome”.
This is the definition of “Monochrome” according to Wikipedia:
“Monochrome photography is photography where the image produced has a single hue, rather than recording the colours of the object that
was photographed. It includes all forms of black-and- white photography, which produce images containing tones of grey ranging from black to white. Monochrome photography is mostly used for artistic reasons in the contemporary
world.”
When it comes to monochrome imagery, being able to ‘see’ how your final shot will look is a key skill. It’s important to understand how the
colour image you see through your camera’s viewfinder will translate into a monochrome image. To get the best results, you have to look
beyond the colours, and instead try to visualise how a shot’s shapes, textures and tones will be
recorded.

Because of the lack of colour the success of your monochrome images relies mainly on three
different factors. Those are:
1)

Contrast, shape and form

2)

Tone

3)

Texture and detail

Contrast, shape & form
One of the fundamental aspects of black and white photography is that your whole composition
relies on contrast. For this reason, look out for subjects that feature simple, strong lines and
shapes. It’s often the shadows that define shape and form, so pay attention to areas of darkness,
as well as light.

Curvaceous by Monica Mulder

Tone
Black and white photos actually include a whole range of greys, which add subtlety to your images. Normally, you look for subjects that will
translate into a range of tones from black to white, but you can also get great results where the subject is mostly light (high-key) or dark
(low-key).
Viewpoint - May 2016 - Issue No: 117
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It’s tempting to think that white balance doesn’t matter if you’re going to remove the colour, but because the success of any conversion relies on successfully translating colours into attractive tones, it’s important to capture an image without any colour casts.
Recognising potential shots when out in the field can take practice. Not every image lends itself to being converted to monochrome. Watch out for
[colour] images that rely solely on colour for contrast. Some colours have
the same tonality and when turned into monochrome the subject will blend
in. Look at the two images of the crocus against the green grass.

There is something you can do if this happens. You apply a colour filter and push down the colour you don’t want to make the subject stand
out more. It is generally a good idea to use a colour filter when removing the colour information to judge the potential of the image. If you
can’t find any colour filter that looks good, your image is probably not a good candidate for monochrome and you will have to do a lot of
tonal changes to make it a good monochrome image.

Texture and detail
Fine detail, or strong textures such as weather-beaten stone, foliage or clouds, can help to give your black-and-white shots depth and interest. Strong side lighting is perfect for bringing out the texture in any subject. You can use strong natural light, or get creative with flash to
create side lighting on the subject

Title and author unknown
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UPCOMING JUNE MID WEEK OUTING
Cumberland State Forest, Pennant Hills NSW
9:30 am, Tuesday, 7 June 2016
A day out exploring the various walking trails around the Cumberland State Forest
Website:- http://www.forestrycorporation.com.au/visit/forests/cumberland-state-forest
Location: 95 Castle Hill Road, Pennant Hills. This makes it very accessible by car or bus, but not by train. (It
is very local, so perhaps most members have already visited the site?)
Photo Opportunities: Nature, Birds, Tall Timbers, Macros - (fits with June competition subject.)
Meeting time and date: 9:30 am, Tuesday, 7 June 2016
Walks: Three walk options: Short, medium, medium long. All are easy walks however this fact provides a lot of
opportunity for members to just amble, meander, and stop for long periods, set up tripods, sit, and just focus
on the photography. As this will not be a strenuous day and close to home, you should be relaxed enough to
attend the evening lecture at the club.
Cafe / Restaurant: Cafe Saligna. Indoor / Outdoor seating. Alternatively, opportunities for eating own lunch in
the bush or elsewhere abound.
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g4375057-d4775266-ReviewsForestry Museum. Informative and interesting, this small forestry industry museum located next to the Cafe is
also worth a browse.
Native Plant Nursery: Finally the location sports a sizable Native Plant nursery for those so interested.
This event is led by Greg Worner.
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Lecture Night - Tuesday 7th June
Presenter:

Matty Smith

Matty Smith is a Stanwell Park based ocean wildlife photographer. His
portfolio “A Parallel Universe: Windows Beneath the Waves” is a selection of his favourite and most successful images taken half over and
half under the water. This collection has won him several highly acclaimed international awards and worldwide recognition of his unique
style.
Matty Smith has exhibited his award winning images in over 70 countries across 5 continents around the world including the London Natural History Museum in the UK and the
Australian Museum right here in Sydney. He has spoken publically about his style and approach and had his
work recognised and admired by Sir David Attenborough and HRH Kate Middleton.
See more of Matty’s work at http://www.mattysmithphoto.com/

Smiling Assassin
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Advanced Photoshop - Sunday 5th June
Presenter:

Christine Nelson

Christine Nelson will conduct a one-day workshop that will cover working with selections, advanced blending modes, working with textures, using smart objects and filters
and basic luminosity masking.
www.cnelsonphotography.com
Cost is $70, which includes lunch
Starts at 10:00 am and finishes around 4:00 pm
Booking and prepayment is essential as we have to book lunches with the RSL.

Limited to 20 students
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Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Atrium Castle Hill RSL
Level 6, 77 Castle St,
Castle Hill

PO Box 25
Castle Hill NSW 1765

Viewpoint Contributions
Viewpoint depends on them!
If you have any articles that may be of interest to our members, please email them to:
editor@chrslphotographyclub.org
Articles could include:
Camera hints, Photoshop hints, Holiday photography and/or Local Photo-shoots,
awards, competitions, exhibitions, upcoming events, workshop and Lecture reports,
recommended Book reviews, reports etc.
Don’t be limited by this list. Anything that might interest photographers is acceptable.
Please send articles in Microsoft word or plain text format with photos attached as separate files. Submitted images should be a jpg file with a maximum size of 50 - 80kb.
In order to ensure your article is included in the next newsletter, please submit it by the
20th of the month.

President:

Lecture Organiser:

Training Coordinator:

Jason Pang

Barbara Glover

Bob Cook

president@chrslphotographyclub.org

lectureorg@chrslphotographyclub.org

training@chrslphotographyclub.org

Vice President:

Competition Coordinator:

Membership Secretary:

Roger King

Peter O’Brien

Michael Schwarcz

vpresident@chrslphotographyclub.org
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